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Why is it not recognized that not recognizing this deed as a deed was an impossible obstacle for the Trustee in selling the Trust property and it made the Trustee continue to pay the real estate taxes until he ran out of money?..
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Text Box
This deed for the trust property is like any other deed under the law. It shows the Trustee's ownership and is used to transfer ownership. Think of it as a deed for a house, but instead of the property being a house, the property is a trust property. To find out why it is not recognized would require answers from those in control who don't recognize it. 
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Prepared by E. A. Prichard of McQuire Woods Battle & Boothe
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Why has this Deed never been recognized and never a reason given?  Why is it not recognized that this is an impossible obstacle to selling the Trust property and it made the Trustee continue to pay the real estate taxes until he ran out of money?
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(Pages 1 and 2)
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This 1992 deed supersedes the 1975 will at wb201p105
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This is against the law of contracrs.  The Trust Agreement says "Trustee Not Individually Liable" at bk8845p1453. I don't have the power to enforce the law.
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Is there any authority in our Country who would tell our sister Jean Nader that she is being used ? Until she understands? And then protect her and our family? 
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Jean Mary O'Connell Nader350 Fourth Avenue New Kensington, PA 15068(724) 337-7537
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 Why is the 1992 Trust Deed at bk8307p1446 not recognized? 
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 Why is the 1992 Trust Deed at bk8307p1446 not recognized? 
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The Trust Deed is mentioned in item 10 of the  Complaint but it is presented as if it were insignificant. If this Deed were recognized as a Deed the percentages stated in items 5, 6, 7, and 8, of the Complaint would be irrelevant. History suggests that these percentages are intended to be used as wedge  and takeover tools  and as cover. 
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  I received nothing from the Court about a judgment for this. 
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If a Judge actually approved the contents of the Summons by the B&K law firm, why didn't I receive something from the Court that would show it?Why was the evidence I sent to the Court refuting the contents of B&K summons, such as that at http://www.judgesfairfaxcounty.com, recognized? 
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Use innocent family member
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 B&K law firm
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Why has it never been recognized  that the 1992 Deed at DB8307p1446 supersedes the 1975 Will at WB201p109?If the 1992 deed at DB8307p1446 is not recognized by the Court, what is the reason? If there is a reason, why would it be a secret?
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Not included here
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Not included here
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First 4 pages
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Included here
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I don't want this to be said  again. 
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This is not true. If the Complaint were washed out it would show that none of the accusations against the Trustee are true. Please see the Trustee's responses to the Complaint.
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To get to the bottom of this try to expose the accounting trails at bk467p191 and see what happens.
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I don't want this to happen
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 Chief Judge Dennis J. Smith
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Why were the Trustee's responses to the Complaint not recognized? See http://www.judgesfairfaxcounty.com. 
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What is the intent of having Jean Nader sign a "Sales Contract" that does not mention the Trust Deed?  The numerous clauses about "title objections" appears to anticipate a title problem. Not mentioning the Trust Deed creates a title problem. 
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This appears to anticipate a title objection.  Not recognizing the Trust  Deed creates a title objection. This is planted between innocent members of our family. 
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Title objections
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Title objections
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Title objections
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There was no response



11/7/14 11:11 AMGmail - Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)

Page 1 of 1https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=7b22e01e84&view=pt&search=sent&th=1487f1d6ce1c7d3b&siml=1487f1d6ce1c7d3b

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com>

Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)
1 message

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com> Tue, Sep 16, 2014 at 8:38 AM
To: "Sarah E. Hall, law firm of Blankingship and Keith" <shall@bklawva.com>

Dear Sarah E. Hall,

Please send me a copy of the current Commitment for Title Insurance, by Long Branch Partners, L. L. C.,  for Fairfax
County parcel  # 0904 01 0017, and any related documents that you have not yet sent me.

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony OConnell

Anthony OConnell
439 South Vista Del Rio
Green Valley, Arizona 85614
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There was no response
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Page 1 of 1https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=7b22e01e84&view=pt&search=sent&th=148a8b0a42852d7c&siml=148a8b0a42852d7c

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com>

Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)
1 message

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com> Wed, Sep 24, 2014 at 10:23 AM
To: "Sarah E. Hall, law firm of Blankingship and Keith" <shall@bklawva.com>

Dear Sarah E. Hall,

Did you get my email of September 16, 2014?

Please send me a copy of the current Commitment for Title Insurance, by Long Branch Partners, L. L. C.,  for Fairfax
County parcel  # 0904 01 0017, and any related documents that you have not yet sent me.

Thank you. 

Sincerely, 

Anthony OConnell
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There was no response
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Enclosure not included here



11/7/14 11:08 AMGmail - Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)

Page 1 of 1https://mail.google.com/mail/?ui=2&ik=7b22e01e84&view=pt&search=sent&th=148c3586fcd2375a&siml=148c3586fcd2375a

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com>

Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)
1 message

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com> Mon, Sep 29, 2014 at 2:37 PM
To: "Sarah E. Hall, law firm of Blankingship and Keith" <shall@bklawva.com>

Dear Sarah E. Hall,

Did you get my emails of September 16 and September 24, 2014?

Please send me a copy of the current Commitment for Title Insurance, by Long Branch Partners, L. L. C.,  for Fairfax
County parcel  # 0904 01 0017, and any related documents that you have not yet sent me.

Thank you. 

Sincerely, Anthony O'Connell
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There was no response



11/7/14 11:07 AMGmail - Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)
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Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com>

Commitment for Title Insurance for parcel # 0904 01 0017 (Accotink)
1 message

Anthony OConnell <anthonymineroconnell@gmail.com> Sat, Oct 4, 2014 at 3:52 AM
To: "Sarah E. Hall, law firm of Blankingship and Keith" <shall@bklawva.com>

Dear Sarah E. Hall,

Did you get my emails of September 16, September 24, and September 29, 2014? I don't know what else to do but to
keep asking.

Please send me a copy of the current Commitment for Title Insurance, by Long Branch Partners, L. L. C.,  for Fairfax
County parcel  # 0904 01 0017, and any related documents that you have not yet sent me.

Thank you. 

Sincerely, Anthony O'Connell
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There was no response
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Our sister Sheila Ann O'Connell died on October 24, 2014.It is a tragedy that she never got her share of the proceeds from a sale of the Trust property because of the obstacles planted before the Trustee. Such as never recognizing the Trust Deed and  never saying why.
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There was no response
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(Correction, should be January 5, 2015)
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Enclosure not included here
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                                                 DNR (deed not recognized) setupI believe a setup is in progress (January 21, 2015) if not already done, that makes it appear that our family agree with the 1992 Deed for the Trust property not being recognized as a deed for approximately 22 years. and not explaining why. The Buyer’s 2013 sales contract for the Trust property does not mention the 1992 Deed for the Trust property. This automatically creates a title problem. This is the point where the wrong is created. The Buyer did this. Our family did not do this.The Buyer’s sales contract contain numerous clauses about “title objections” as if a title problem were expected. Not mentioning the 1992 Deed for the Trust property in a sales contract for the Trust property automatically creates a title problem.Is the intent of the “title objections” to make it appear that not recognizing the 1992 Deed for the Trust since 1992 is some ambiguous legal problem that our family is responsible for settling? Is this a lose or lose choice? (1) If I object to the 1992 Deed not being recognized would it be prudent to expect that those in control would agree with me after they have not recognized it for approximately 22 years?(2) If I don’t object to the 1992 Deed not being recognizing would that be made to appear as my agreeing to it by default?The B&K law firm who says they represent Jean Nader, had Jean Nader sign this sales contract. This is wrong. The only thing Jean Nader did wrong was to trust  those who are held out to the public as to be automatically trusted. The B&K law firm did this. Our family did not do this.The 1992 Deed should be recognized. But the Buyer and the B&K law firm have a document, the 2013 sales contract, signed by Jean Nader that does not recognize the 1992 Deed. What should be Chief Judge Dennis J. Smith's responsibility is planted between members of our family (Anthony O'Connell and Jean  Nader). Using the family as cover is a pattern. History suggests that Chief Judge Dennis J. Smith may have something put in the Court records  approving what Jean Nader is led to do, such as not recognizing the 1992 Deed at bk8307p1446.If the powers that be can make this deed not be recognized I believe they can make any deed not be recognized if one member of their group trusts the type of things Jean Nader was told.  
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